
Abstract 

  

In my dissertation I am concerned with the issue of  leasing in 

commercial relationships. Leasing is a legal concep t that was 

taken over from abroad after 1989. A close connecti on with 

lease and relatively short legal history are probab ly the 

reasons behind the certain degree of heterogeneity of opinions 

on leasing. And the diverse opinions on leasing wer e the main 

reason for my choice of this topic. I was particula rly 

interested in delimitation of leasing in relation t o lease and 

in legal regulation of leasing. At the same time I assumed 

that despite the difference of opinions the practic e of 

conclusion of leasing agreements will be unified, c onsidering 

the large volume of leasing agreements concluded in  our 

country each year. 

 

The aim of my dissertation was to cover the majorit y of the 

main lines of opinion on leasing, make a comparison  of leasing 

and lease and to assess whether it is necessary to apply the 

statutory regulation of lease on leasing agreements . Another 

aim of the dissertation was to assess individual co mponents of 

leasing relationship, i.e. its participants, subjec t and 

content (subjective rights and obligations), both o n purely 

theoretical level and in terms of the specifics of leasing as 

reflected in concrete business terms and conditions .  

 

My primary concern during my work on the dissertati on was to 

get acquainted with available theoretical sources, i.e. in 

particular with available journals and publications  dealing 

with the legal aspects of leasing. In addition, for  the 

purposes of analysis of the form of leasing relatio nship in 

practice I have also taken into consideration publi cly 

available statements, opinions and business terms a nd 

conditions relating to leasing, some of which form annex 

hereto.  

 

The dissertation is subdivided into five parts; Par t One is 

formed by the Introduction, Parts Two to Four are t he three 

main chapters, and Part Five contains a conclusion.  In the 

introductory part of the dissertation I primarily f ocused on 



definition of the terms related to leasing and basi c division 

of leasing into financial and operating, as well as  on 

outlining a brief history of leasing. Last but not least, I 

drew attention to the activities of Czech Leasing a nd 

Financial Association and the European Federation o f Leasing 

Company Associations.  

 

Part Two of my dissertation concentrates mainly on a 

comparison of leasing and lease. Two basic approach es to 

financial leasing are examined. The first one maint ains that 

financial leasing is a mixed agreement in accordanc e with 

Section 491 par. 1 and 3 of Act No. 40/1964 Coll., Civil Code, 

as amended, having the characteristics of lease agr eement and 

agreement on purchase of leased property. This opin ion is 

supported by some, however, not the most recent jud icial 

decisions 1, part of the doctrine, and explanatory memorandum to 

Act No. 513/1991 Coll., Commercial Code. The second  and 

presently prevailing legal opinion both in literatu re and in 

case law 2 considers financial leasing as a specific legal 

concept to which the statutory provisions of lease agreement 

type of contract may not be applied.  

 

As far as the classification of operating leasing i s 

concerned, the opinions are not quite homogeneous e ither. The 

majority of authorities understand it as lease, as it has all 

substantial characteristics of lease and simultaneo usly lacks 

specific characteristics of financial leasing (acqu isition of 

ownership to the subject of leasing by the lessee a nd the risk 

of damage on the part of the lessee). Nonetheless, until 

recently the Czech Leasing and Financial Associatio n 

recommended that operating leasing agreements be co ncluded as 

innominate 3 agreements. 

                     
1 Decision of the Constitutional Court, file No. II. ÚS 339/99 of  
2 February 2000, published at the website of the Co nstitutional Court 
http:// www.nalus.usoud.cz /. 
2 Decision of the Supreme Court of the Czech Republi c of 27 November 
2003, file No. 30 Cdo 2033/2002, published in Právn í rozhledy 6/2004 
and also on the website of the Supreme Court of the  Czech Republic 
http:// www.nsoud.cz / 
3 See General terms and conditions of financial and opera ting leasing of 
movable assets recommended by the Czech Leasing and  Financial 
Association on its website http:// www.clfa.cz / until the end of 2008. 



 

Further, in Part Two the sources of law governing l easing in 

the Czech Republic and on the level of the EU are p ositively 

delimited and a short comparison with legal regulat ion of 

leasing in selected countries is provided. In this connection 

I noted the growing number of countries that have p roceeded to 

enact a statutory provision on financial leasing ag reement as 

a separate contract type. 

 

Part Three is concerned with leasing relationship a nd its 

components, i.e. the participants of leasing relati onship, 

subject of leasing, and its content, i.e. subjectiv e rights 

and obligations of participants of a leasing. I des cribed the 

participants of leasing relationship and reached th e 

conclusion that financial leasing in the form commo nly 

effected in our country is in fact not a trilateral  legal 

relationship, even though it is often labeled as su ch.  

 

Further I also addressed the issue of the subject o f leasing. 

I noted the fact that the subject of leasing may on ly be 

assets fit for use. On the other hand, I reached th e 

conclusion that the subject of a leasing may also b e other 

(secondary) subjects of civil relationships than ta ngible 

assets, i.e. for instance computer programs. Leasin g 

relationship is almost exclusively based on a leasi ng 

agreement. Therefore, I proceeded to examine the co ntracts 

concluded within leasing operations and their prope rties.  

 

In addition, I have also looked at the usual arrang ements 

regarding securing fulfillment of leasing agreement s, in 

particular the issue of liability for defects, whic h is 

sometimes seen as a weak point of financial leasing . With 

regard to the fact that there is no legal relations hip between 

the lessee and the supplier of the subject of the l easing, the 

lessee does not have the right to claim in his/her/ its own 

name and his/her/its own account the rights from li ability for 

defects, despite the fact that the lessee uses the subject of 

the lease at his/her/its own risk. In this connecti on I noted 

that the countries that decided to enact a statutor y provision 

on financial leasing as a separate type of contract  rendered 

financial leasing actually a trilateral legal relat ionship and 



granted the lessee the right to claim the rights fr om 

liability for defects with the supplier. 

 

Part Four provides an analysis and commentary on bu siness 

terms and conditions of financial and operating lea sing. 

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 273 par. 1 of  Act No. 

513/1991 Coll., Commercial Code, as amended, a part  of the 

content of the agreement may be also determined by reference 

to general business terms and conditions prepared b y 

professional or interest organizations or by refere nce to 

other business terms and conditions. I have labeled  the 

General terms and conditions of financial and opera ting 

leasing prepared by the Czech Leasing and Financial  

Association as general business terms and condition s, whereas 

the business terms and conditions of professional p roviders of 

leasing as "other" business terms and conditions in  accordance 

with the said provision. Subsequently, I proceeded to compare 

the aforementioned business terms and conditions pr oviding a 

commentary on some of their parts. In this connecti on I 

pointed out the problematic provisions and suggeste d partial 

modifications of the business terms and conditions provided 

with a commentary.  

 

Part Five provides a summary of the conclusions dra wn in the 

dissertation and also a brief contemplation of the future of 

leasing. I was inclined to the current opinion of t he Supreme 

Court of the Czech Republic which allows conclusion  of 

financial leasing agreements as innominate agreemen ts, even 

though the reasoning of the Supreme Court of the Cz ech 

Republic is not fully satisfactory. In agreement wi th the 

Supreme Court 4 I am convinced that it is necessary to apply the 

statutory provisions of the respective contract typ e of lease 

agreement on operating leasing in its usual form. A nd leasing 

agreements are in fact in practice usually conclude d in line 

with the foregoing.  

 

                     
4 Decision of the Supreme Court of the Czech Republi c, file No.  
2 Afs 26/2004 of 7 April 2005, published at the web site of the Supreme 
Court of the Czech Republic http:// www.nssoud.cz /. 



Nonetheless, even after twenty years of existence o f leasing 

in the Czech Republic the position of leasing withi n the legal 

order and lease has not been quite clarified yet. I n 

particular for this reason I was in my dissertation  inclined 

to advocate enactment of a statutory provision cont aining a 

definition of financial leasing agreement that woul d 

unambiguously differentiate the legal concepts of l easing and 

lease. Additional benefit of such statutory provisi on would in 

my opinion be a definition of financial leasing as a 

trilateral legal relationship and granting of the r ight to 

claim the rights from liability for defects to the lessee in 

relation to the supplier of the subject of the leas ing and 

elimination of some deficiencies of the existing, p urely 

contract-based regulation. A statutory provision de fining 

financial leasing agreement as a separate type of c ontract is, 

however, at present probably rather unlikely to be passed. 

 

 

 


